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WRITE! Student Book A

Plural Nouns
Think

Sa
m
pl
e

Nouns can name one or more than one. Nouns that name
me more
mor
than one person, place or thing are called plural nouns. Add s
to most nouns to make them name more than one.
One

More
Than One

clown

school
sc
ch
ho l

apple

clowns
ns

schools
ools

apples

Study a Model

Amy is on a picnic.
c. She lists things
hing
g she sees. Read her list.
s
ntts
3 an

6 trees

Add s to tree to show
more than one.

lons
2 meelo

Amy sees one bird. Do not
add an s to bird.

1 bbird

2 lakes

8
6

Add s to ant to show more
than one.

Add s to lake to show
more than one.
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Lesson 3

Part I: Foundations – A. Using Words in Writing

Practise
Write the correct plural noun for each picture.
Use the plural nouns from the box.
plates

bees

clouds

e

girls

___
____
____________________________

2.

____________________________
___

3.

____________________________
_________________

Sa
m
p

1.

____________________________
_____________

4.

Write

Help Ceci write her list.
list. Use nouns
n
from the box.
Add s to each noun to make it a p
plural noun.
orange
nge

bat
ba

biscuit

cup

three blue _______________________
___
four juicy _______________________
_____

two sweet _______________________

two wooden _____________________
© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013578 • CA9221
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WRITE! Student Book A

Descriptions

Sa
m
pl
e

In Lessons 31–34, use what you’ve learnt in Part I to WRITE!
How can you tell someone how something looks? You can write
a description. A good description helps readers see what you
are writing about.
Here is a prompt for writing a description.
riptio
Describe a pair off shoes.

Read the description. Read
will
d the Writing Tips.
Ti They
T
tell you about this kind off writing.
writi

Writing Tips

❉ Use words that tell
how something
ng looks.
lo
❉ Use words thatt
tell how
ow something
sounds.
nds

❉ Use words
ds that tell
te
how something feels.
❉ Use words
wor that
telll how something
smells.
smel

68
8

Myy shoes are basketball
ba
shoes. They are white
and red.
w
They
The have two straps that stick
together. The straps go rrrrip
when I pull them apart. The
tops of my shoes feel smooth.
The bottoms feel bumpy.
My shoes smelled clean and
leathery when they were new.
Now they smell like stinky
feet. My basketball shoes are
special. No one else has a pair
like them!
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Lesson 31

Part II: Models

Using Graphic Organisers

LOOK

e

Graphic organisers help you get ready to write. The writer of
the description on the previous page used a Word Web. Read
the description again. Then complete the Word Web.

___________________________

Sa
m
p

___________________________

SMELL
like leather
___________________________
___________________________

SOUND
UND

___________________________
____

My Sh
Shoes

________________
___________________________

FEEL
ooth on top
smooth
___________________________
_______________
___________________________
______

A Word Web helps writers think of
the best words to describe something.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013578 • CA9221
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WRITE! Student Book A

Writing a Description
Now it is your turn to write a description. Use the prompt.

Sa
m
pl
e

Describe a pair of shoes.
Think about the shoes you want to write about.
Use this graphic organiser to plan
lan your writing.
writing
Write or draw how the shoes look,
look feel,
feel smell
and sound.
LOOK

SMELL

SOUND

FEEL

70
10
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Lesson 31

Part II: Models

e

Use your graphic organiser to write
your description. Write it on a sheet
of paper.

Sa
m

p

Read what you wrote. Use the
he checklist
below to help you make your
you writing
better. Then make
ke any changes
changees that
will improve your description.

Reading My Writing
Wr

I wrote about a pair of shoes
shoes.

_____

shoes look,
I told how the sho
ook, feel, smell
and sound.
und.

_____

My words will help readers see the
shoes in their
heir mind.

_____

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013578 • CA9221
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WRITE! Student Book A

Read your description to a partner. Ask
your partner these questions. Carefully
listen to the answers.
▲ Can you see what I described?
▲ Which sentence do you like best?

e

description
▲ What should I add to my description?

pl

Now it is time to check your
our writing.
ii
Use
U
this checklist to help you. Answer each
question.

Sa
m

Checking
kin
ng My Writing
Did I use plural nouns
correctly?
ouns co
orrectly?

_____

Did I use special
verbs correctly?
al ve
orrect

_____

Does each
have a naming
ch sentence h
ha
part and an action part?

_____

Did I begin
sentence with a
n each sen
capital letter?

_____

Write a clean copy of your description.
Use another sheet of paper.

72
12
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Lesson 31

Part II: Models

Think About Your Writing
You have written a description! Think about what you have
learnt. Finish these sentences.

pl
e

Thinking About My Writing
ng
The best part of my description is

___________________________
_____________

_________________ .
_________________________________________________________________________

The hardest part of writing a description
ptio was

____________
____

.
______________
________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________
________________________

Sa
m

The sentence I like most is

.
___________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Next time I want to desc
describe

__________________________________

.
_______________________
_________________________________________________________________________

◆◆

Making Connections

◆ Draw a picture.
cture Show what you described in your writing.
Does your ppicture show everything that you described?
◆ Read your description to a partner. Ask your partner to
draw what you described.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013578 • CA9221
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Foundations and Models
for Proficiency - C

Years 3–4
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WRITE! Student Book C

Kinds of Sentences
Think
Writing is made up of sentences. A sentence is a group of words that tells a
complete thought. Every sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with a
punctuation mark. There are four kinds of sentences.
d cheered the runners
The crowd
runners.

A command tells someone to do
something. It ends with a full stop (.).

window
Please open the window.

A question asks something.
It ends with a question mark (?).

d Nadia arrive yet
Did
yet?

An exclamation shows strong feeling.
It ends with an exclamation point (!).

That was a wonderfu
wonderful movie!

Sa
m
pl

e

A statement tells something.
It ends with a full stop (.).

Study a Model

Read the travel ad. Notice the
he different
d
entt kinds
ki
of
d. The end punctuation
punctuatio is red.
sentences the writer used.

u e?
ntur
Are yoouu looking for adve
t to-ccoast trip
Join us on a coastain has
tra
aboard the Breeze. Ouurr
Its glass
mannyy modern features.
e splendid
roof allows you to see th
aze at rainforests,
scenery. Ga
as. Can
deserts and clear blue se
y to see
yoouu think of a better wa
n’t delay.
our beautiful country? Do
ve you all
Call today. We’d love to ha
aboard!

38
16

This sentence is a command.
The subject of a command is
understood to be the word you.
Can you find the three other
commands in the ad?
This sentence is a statement that
tells about the train’s glass roof.

This sentence asks a question, so it
ends with a question mark.
The exclamation point at the end
of the last sentence lets readers
know that the words should be
read with excitement.

CA9223 • 9781760013615 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Lesson 18

Part I: Foundations – B. Giving Form to Writing

Practise
Read each
sentence. Label it
S for statement,
Q for question,
C for command
or E for
exclamation.

1.
2.
3.
4.

B

Read each
sentence. Add
a full stop, a
question mark or
an exclamation
point to the end.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Wave to Emma.
Where are you going?
What time is it?
Don’t do that.

5.
6.
7.
8.

What a huge box!
I like to ride my bike.
The sun is so bright!
Our house is yellow.

pl
e

A

mer
I hit my finger with the hammer
Are you hurt
No, I’m all right
Be careful next time
What are you doing
What a great birdhouse
dhouse you built

ence with the correct punctuation
punctu
mark.
C Read the paragraph. End each sentence
(1) What do you know about
ut the Australian flag (2) The original
design was chosen in a competition
tition (3) It was first flown aat the
Exhibition Building in Melbourne (4) When did this happen (5) It
happened on 3 September
ember 1901 (6) That would have been an exciting
event (7) Australians
ns celebrate the day each
ea year (8) What is the
celebration called (9) Itt is called Australian
National Flag Day (10) It is
Austral
not a public
Do you think it should be
lic holiday
h lid
d (11) D
A se
sent
sentence
nte
nt
tells a ccomplete
ette th
tthought.
ou
ugh
ght.
t . Statements tell something. Questions ask
som
so
m h
tel
ell someone
onee to
on
t do something. Exclamations show strong
something.
Commandss tell
f
feeling.

S

Write

Write a travel
ravel ad. Make readers
t place you are
want to goo to the
describing. Try to include all four
kinds of sentences in the ad.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013615 • CA9223
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Writing Tip
In a command, the subject is not
stated. The subject is understood
to be you. You are the person being
told or asked to do something.
• (You) Sit still.
• (You) Have a safe trip.

39
17

WRITE! Student Book C

Personal Narratives
You write stories about all kinds of things. Sometimes you even write about
your own life. A personal narrative is a true story. It tells about things that have
happened in your own life.
Here is a sample writing prompt for a personal narrative.

Sa
m
pl
e

Write about a time when you made
de a new friend.

onse to the prompt.
Read the personal narrative. It was written in response
sonal narratives.
Then read the Writing Tips to learn more about personal

Writing Tips

L Remember that when you write a
personal narrative, you are telling a
ou!
true story – a story about you!
ng in
i
L You can write about anything
your life: big or small, happy o
or sad.
u every day,
day and
Things happen to you
ut any of them.
you can write about
L Write from your own point of view.
Use words such as II, me and my in
ry.
your story.
L Think of a good title for your story.
a
L Make your story come alive.
Write
as if you were telling the story to a
friend.
L When you speak, yo
you stop and
start. You may make your voice
louder or s
softer to make a point.
talisa
Capitalisation
and punctuation
can give this kind of “voice” to your
w
it
writing.
L Present your story events in an order
that makes sense. Create a clear
beginning, middle and ending.

86
18

Making
ng a New Friend

My dog G
Ginger and I arrived
beach, and I slipped
at the beac
Ginger’s
nger’s harness off. She raced
acrosss the sa
sand and jumped
straight into
the lake with a huge
nto th
splash. She llooked back happily
in my direction.
I tossed a toy for Ginger to
fetch, but another dog got to it
first. The new dog brought the
toy to me. I threw the toy again,
and both dogs swam for it. The
three of us played toss and fetch
for a long time.
Then I heard a woman call
her dog, Lucky. Our new friend
Lucky did not know whether to
stay or go. Ginger barked because
she wanted to play more with
Lucky. But Lucky had to go. I
know that Ginger and I will soon
see Lucky again at the beach.

CA9223 • 9781760013615 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Lesson 32

Part II: Models

Using Graphic Organisers
Before you write, use graphic organisers, or information pictures. They can help
you think about, gather and sort ideas for your personal narrative.
The person who wrote the story on the previous page might have used a Character
Web, such as the one below.
Ginger

Sa
m
pl
e

woman

A Character
aracter Web helps
ers organise details about
writers
acters in a story. In a
the characters
rrative, the writer
personal narrative,
is always the main character.

Me

Lucky

Beginning

An Events Chart can
an also help writers plan
plaan a
Ho might the writer of
of the
personal narrative. How
evious page have used this chart?
story on the previous
Fill in the boxes.
Middle
ddle

Ending

An Events Chart
helps writers gather
notes on what
happened in the
beginning, middle
and ending of a story.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013615 • CA9223
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Score:

Read the personal narrative below. It was written in response to the
prompt on page 86. Next, read the comments and think about why
this story scored a 4.

Sa
m
pl
e

1

Your Turn

Making a New Friend

I remember the summer when my Nonna
and I found Sal. We were picking ripe
blackberries behind Nonnas house. We saw
a kitten under a bush. It looked skinny and
scared. It probably didn’t have a home. We
wondered what to do with it.
Nonna could take the kitten home, but
she had a dog, Hal. Hal might not want a
kitten. We didn’t know if the kitten was
as a
girl, but we named it Sal. That sounded
unded like
Hal’s name. We hoped that would
ould help.
Nonna, Sal and me headed
ed for the house.
We went in, and Hal seemed
med interested. He
didn’t bark. We let him sniff
ff the kkitten. Hal
liked Sal! We all had a new friend.

2

Partner
Comments
Com

Your story
ry gr
grabbed my interest
om the sta
from
start. You and all the
her cha
other
characters came alive. The
events moved along, and the ending
was very good.

88
20

3

Now it’s your turn
rn to help
he the
ter. Find and fix the errors
er
writer.
in the
personal narrative. Go back tto the
pages in green if you need h
help.
1
1. Find and fix the incorrect
possessive nou
noun. See pp. 8–9.
t incorrect
2. Find and fix the
pronou See pp. 10–11.
pronoun.

Teacher
Comments

4

V Your title lets me know what to
expect.
V The story flows well, with all
events connected. I feel as if I’m
“there” with you.
V I like the way you share what you
and Nonna are thinking.
V Your details make Hal come alive.
V You use paragraphs correctly.
V You make good word choices,
and you use variety in your
sentences.

CA9223 • 9781760013615 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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L

Taking a Look at Personal Narratives

32

WRITE! Student Book C

Lesson 32

Score:

Read the personal narrative and the comments that follow. Think
about why this story scored a 3.

1

Your Turn

Nonna’s Friend

Nonna and I were picking berrys. We
found a kitten behind the house. The kitten
was under a bush. The kitten was scared. It
probably didnt have a home. We wondered
what to do with it.
Nonna could take the kitten home. But
Nonna had Hal, a dog. Would Hal want a
kitten? We called the kitten Sal. It was like
Hals name. We hoped Hal would like that.
Nonna Sal and me headed for the door.
We went in, and Hal seemed surprised.
He didn’t bark, but he sniffed around. Hal
liked Sal. Nonna and me also liked Sal.. We
all had a new friend.

Sa
m
pl
e

Lesson 32

Part II: Models

Now it’s your turn
urn to help
h the
writer. Find and fixx the errors in the
personal narrative. Goo back to the
d help.
help
pages in green if you need
d fix the incorrect plura
1. Find and
plural
n. See pp. 6–7.
noun.
d an
ntrac
2. Find
and fix the contraction
error. See pp. 52–53.
ind and fix the incorre
3. Find
incorrect
essive noun. See pp. 8–9.
possessive
e
4. Find and fix the error
with
seri See pp.
commas in a series.
0–51.
50–51.
in
5. Find and fix the two incorrect
0
pronouns. See pp. 10–11.

2

Teacher
Comments

Partner
ne
Comments
ments

The opening
ening of your story
wasn’t strong. The ev
events
didn’t go together. I rread the
story anyway to find out what
happened to the kitt
kitten. The
er totally grabbed my
story never
interest, though.

3

V Your ideas are nicely connected.
V Is Nonna the only one who made a
friend? What is a better title?
V Nice job describing Hal! I’d like to
know a little more about Nonna
also.
V Make sure you vary the kinds
of sentences you use. See pp.
38–39 and 60–61.

© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013615 • CA9223
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WRITE! Student Book C

Score:

Read the personal narrative and the comments that follow. Think
about why this story scored a 2.

Your Turn

Nonna

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find
rs in the personal narrative. Go
G
and fix the errors
help
back to the pages in green if you need help.
aragrap that
at isn’t
1. Find and fix the paragraph
–57.
indented. See pp. 56–57.
tw pronoun
noun errors. See
2. Find and fix the two
–11.
pp. 10–11.
inco
ver that
3. Find and fix the two incorrect
verbs
how pa
p. 16–17.
1
show
past time. See pp.
ind and fix the capitalisation
talis
4. Find
error. See
pp. 46–47.
run
5. Find and fix the run-on
sentence. See pp.
44–4
44–45.
nd and fix the two errors in end
6. Find
tuati
38
punctuation.
See pp. 38–39.
rrec homophone.
7. Find and fix the incorrect
See pp. 36–37.

Sa
m
pl
e

1
A kitten was behind the house.
Nonna and me seen it. The kitten
was small. It did not have a Home.
Nonna had a dog at home. The dog
was Hal. Hal was brown. Nonna
brought the kitten home with her
would a dog like a kitten?
We called the kitten Sal We
went to the house. Hal was inside.
Her and I went in. Hal was there.
He sniffed and smelld around. Hal
did not bark at all. I was glad four
that

2

Partner
rtner
Comments
mments

Your title didn’tt te
tell
what the storyy wa
was
out. Some of the
about.
details didn’t seem to
belong in the sstory, and
I think somee de
details are
missing. It wa
was hard
for me to fo
follow the
t Also, the other
events.
characters didn’t seem
real. Your ending left me
hanging.

90
22

Teacher
Comments

3

4

V Is this story only about Nonna? Write a
title that tells more about the story.
V I’d like more details. See pp. 58–59 for
help.
V Use more exact words. See pp. 26–27 and
32–33.
V Use more variety in your sentences. See
pp. 38–39 and 60–61.
V Join some short sentences to make longer
ones. See pp. 42–43.

CA9223 • 9781760013615 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Lesson 32

Part II: Models

Score:

Read the personal narrative and the comments that follow. Think
about why this story scored a 1.

Your Turn

A lady seen a kitten. Behind her house.
The kitten was under a tree. the kitten was
small. The kitten didnt have a home. The
lady had a dog the dog was Hal. The lady
knowed things about dogs and kittens. The
lady took the kitten home. Hal was their.
He was inside the house. The lady took
sal in the house. Hal did not bark. Hal sat
down. Would Hal be a good friend? They
was at the ladys house.

Now it’s your turn to help the writer..
Find and fix the errors in the personal
gree
narrative. Go backk to the pages in green
if you need help.
h. See pp.
1. Indent the paragraph.
56–57.
rect verbs
ve
2. Find and fix the two incorrect
that show past time. See pp. 16–17.
d fix the sentence
ence fragment.
3. Find and
40–
See pp. 40–41.
d and fix the two errors iin
4. Find
lisation See pp.. 46–47.
46–4
capitalisation.
5. Find and fix the contraction
contrac
error.
See pp. 52–53.
d and ffix the run-on
run-o sentence.
6. Find
44–4
See pp.. 44–45.
7. Find and fix
ix the incorrect
ho
homophone. See pp. 36–37.
8. Find and fix the error in subjectverb agreement. See pp. 22–23.
9. Find and fix the incorrect possessive
noun. See pp. 8–9.

Sa
m
pl
e

1

2

Partner
Comments

You didn’t follow the prompt.
t. The
story wasn’t even about your life.
d you didn’t
It was about a lady, and
seem to know her. The story d
didn’t
on because ther
grab my attention
there
weren’t enough details. It was hard
to picture the characters. Also,
where is your title?

3

4

Teacher
Comments

V The story should
uld have
h
a title and be about your life.
re pronouns
pronou in place of nouns. See pp. 10–11 for help.
V Use more
ore interesting,
inte
V Use more
colourful words. See pp. 26–27 and 32–33.
V Sometimes join short sentences to make longer sentences. See pp. 38–39 and
42–43.
V Use more variety with sentences. See pp. 60–61.
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WRITE! Student Book C

Using a Rubric to Score
Personal Narratives
This rubric is based on a point scale of 1 to 4. It was used to score the personal
narratives on pages 88–91. Use this rubric to remember what is important in
personal narratives.
A score of 4 means that the writer

A scoree of
o 2 means that
hat the writer

T connects
cts the writing to the prompt in a
general way
ncorrect forms of words
wor
T uses some incorrect
rect capitalisation or
and some incorrect
punctuation
des little variety in sent
T includes
sentences and
es some run-on sentences or sentence
uses
fragm
fragments
T uses mostly simple wo
words
T creates a title that rela
relates somewhat to the
story
reates a weak begi
T creates
beginning, middle or
ng
ending
T usually tells th
the story from his or her
point of view but may not seem connected
to the story
ory details
d
T presents weak story
T makes some paragraphing errors

Sa
m
pl
e

T connects the writing directly to the
prompt
T almost always uses the correct forms of words
T almost always uses capitalisation and
punctuation correctly
T almost always uses clear and complete
sentences and includes variety in sentences
T uses interesting words
T creates an attention-getting title that
relates to the story
T creates a clear beginning, middle and
ending
T tells the story from his or her point of
ory
view and seems connected to the story
T presents many interesting storyy details,
lings
including thoughts and feelings
T begins a new paragraph forr each new idea

A score of 3 means that the writer
w

T connects the writing to the prompt
T usually uses the correct forms of words
T usually uses capitalisation and punctuation
pu
correctly
ear and complete
compl sentences
T usually uses clear
and includes some variety iin sentences
T uses some interesting w
words
T creates a title tthat generally relates to the
story
T tells the story from their point of view
reates a beg
T creates
beginning, middle or ending
T presents some interesting story details,
including some thoughts and feelings
T usually begins a new paragraph for each
new idea

92
24

A score of 1 means that the writer

T does not successfully connect the writing
to the prompt
T uses many incorrect forms of words and
often uses incorrect capitalisation or
punctuation
T includes almost no variety in sentences
and uses many run-on sentences or
sentence fragments
T uses simple words
T creates a poor title or no title at all
T creates an unclear beginning, middle or
ending
T usually doesn’t tell the story from their
point of view
T presents story details that are often unclear
T makes many paragraphing errors

CA9223 • 9781760013615 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Lesson 32

Part II: Models

Scoring Personal Narratives
Now it’s your turn to score some personal narratives. The four stories on
pages 93 and 94 were written in response to this prompt.

Write a description of a place that you like to visit.

Sa
m
pl
e

Read each personal narrative. Write a few comments about it. Then give
givve
it a score from 1 to 4. Think about what you’ve learnt
nt in this lesson as you
match each story with its correct score.

Model

A

Score:

The Big Ocean

I was afraid of that water. Ten of us were waiting to take
ke our swimming test. I lived by
hy I wa
the ocean. but I didn’t usually swim here. Maybe that’s why
was scared.
It was my turn, but I didn’t want to jump in. My feet feltt stuck. I felt chicken, and I
y sa
e
couldn’t move. Some had jumped in, but were they
safe?
n. Then I saw some of my budd
It was my turn, but I didn’t want to jump in.
buddys. They were
d choppy. I had to swim. I hea
fine. I jumped in. The water felt dark cold and
headed for the shore.
Me and my friends passed the test.

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
_____
___
____
________________________________________________________________

Model

B

Score:

My Brother
rother had a test. It was swimming.
sw
At the water. My brother liked the water. This
water was dark and cold. He didnt want to jump in. Why jump in for just a test. It was not
afe. He new it was not safe.
sa It was dark and choppy and cold. It was his turn. His feet were
safe.
d to bbe safe. some jumped in but were they safe. He heared them cry
stuck still. He wanted
e. He jjumped in. Then the cold and dark water and looking at the shore. he
out. They was safe.
made it.

Comments:

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
© 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760013615 • CA9223
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WRITE! Student Book C

Score:

Model

C

The Big Jump

Sa
m
pl
e

I never knew water could look so scary. My buddies and me were waiting to takee our
ng here,
swimming test. I had never been afraid of the water. I had never been swimming
though. Maybe that’s why I was so scared.
It was my turn, but it was like my bare feet were glued too the float. I felt chicken, but at
saf
least I was safe. Others were already in the water, but I couldntt see them. Were they safe?
w I
Then I saw some of my buddies. They were fine. I snapped to andd dived in. I knew what
he test.
test
had to do. I swam the distance to shore. I faced my fear and passed the

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
____________________
__________________
________________________________________________________________
___
___
________________________________________________________________

Score:

Model

D

Jumping

I had to pass a swimming test. So did my friends. Me and them was at the water. I
looked at it. It was dark and I was scare
scared and I wanted to leave and be safe.
bef
I wasnt scared of the water before.
my family lived by the water. But this place was
ever been here be
different. I had never
before. It was new. I did not like it. I did not want to jump
into that water. It was my turn to jump in. I felt stuck. My feet would not move. some others
did jump in. I couldnt see the
them. Were they safe. Then I heared them. They were safe. I new
it was safe. I jum
d in I made it to land. I passed the test.
jumped

Comments:

________________________________________________________________
___
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

94
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Lesson 32

Part II: Models

Writing a Personal Narrative
Now you get to write your own personal narrative. Use the prompt below.

Write about a time in your life when
you did a favour for a friend.

1. Think about what you want to write. Ask yourself some
questions.
•
•
•
•

XX

pl
e

When You Write Your Personal Narrative

Where and when does the story take place?
Who else besides me is in the story?
What are the important events?
How does the story end?

Use graphic organisers to gather and sort your
information.

2. Write your first draft. Let your ideas flow. Always
ve you are
remember, though, that the personal narrative
telling is true and about you.

m

3. Read your draft. Use the checklist thatt your teacher will
give you to review your writing.
our story flows.
flow
4. Edit your story. Make changes untill your
5. Proofread your story one last time.

our story and give it to your
6. Write a neat copy of your
partner.

Work with a Partn
Partner
ne

7. Read
R
your partner’s personal
ersonal narrative.
narratiive
88. Score your partner’s story from 1 to
t 4, using the rubric
ge 92. Then complete the Partner
P
on page
Comments sheet
that your teacher will give you. Tell what you liked about
the story and what you think would make it better.
9. Switch essays.
bout your partner’s comments. Read your story
10. Think about
ake any
an changes that you think will improve
again. Make
your personal narrative.
11. Write a neat final copy of your personal narrative.
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Making
ing Connections

X When you read ab
about

famous people, thin
think
about the many little
stories that make up
on’s life. Many
each person’s
pen in
things happened
ande
Nelson Mandela’s
life, for
example. He could have
written a story about
ending South African
artheid. He could also
apartheid.
have written a story
rving time in
about serving
prison, or one about his
experiences as president
of South Africa.

X In your journal, write
notes about things that
happened to you this
week. Did you make a
friend? Learn something
new? Score a point? Feel
deep sadness? Have a
bright idea? Your notes
could be ideas for future
stories.

X Make a timeline of your
life each year. Then you
can use the events on
the timeline in future
personal narratives.

95
27
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for Proficiency - E

Years 5–6
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WRITE! Student Book E

Main Idea and Details
Think
Every good paragraph has a main idea as well as several sentences that explain or support
the main idea. These sentences give details.

Sa
m
pl

e

“Waltzing Matilda” is one of Australia’s most iconic songs. It was written Banjo
he song is a classic bush ballad
Paterson in 1895, and it has been popular ever since. The
o, when Australians voted
vot to
that deals with uniquely Australian themes and scenery. So,
d as one of the choices.
choose a national song in 1977, “Waltzing Matilda was offered
at “Waltzing Matilda.”
But when the vote was counted, “Advance Australia Fair” beat
be
It won with 43% of the vote. People preferred “Advance Australia Fair” because
it was
gloom
more uplifting. They felt that the lyrics to “Waltzingg Matilda” were too gloomy.

In the first paragraph, the last sentence is the main
ain idea. In the second
secoond paragraph, the
he beginning
b
ften comes at the
begin
main idea is the first sentence. The main idea often
or end of a
on
ne sentence.
sentence. To
T find the
ted in any one
sente
paragraph, but sometimes the main idea is not stated
at is the most important
importa
p a idea in the paragraph?”
main idea, you must ask yourself, “What

Study a Model

Read Abby’s description about
out how bats behave in win
winter
teer
ea of each paragraph is red.
and spring.The main idea

p g, bats leave their
Each spring,
strange, winged
sheltered roosts. The stra
s
begin to hunt for
lyy begi
mediately
mammals immediate
p s,, beetles and flies. They try to
erpillars,
caterpillar
eat as manyy insects as they can while the
ea
wa They must store up fat
weather is warm.
t winter.
reserves for the
t winter, bats stay asleep
g the
During
in their roosts. They lower their body
temperatures and slow their heart rates
to save energy. Some bats sleep so deeply
in winter that they appear to be dead.

588
30

The main idea of this paragraph
d each
each
h spring.
sp
prrin
ng.
g The
is what bats do
other sentences give details
illss that
explain the main idea.

In this paragraph, the main
idea is what bats do during the
winter. The detail sentences
provide more information about
the main idea.

CA9225
CA92
CA
9225
92
5•9
9781760013691
781
78
1760
17
6001
013
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Part I: Foundations – D. Giving Structure to Writing

Lesson 28

Practise
A Read the paragraph. Write the numbers of the 4 sentences

pl
e

that explain or support the main idea in red.
The ice skating lesson began. (1) Ling slowly wobbled onto the satiny
smooth ice. (2) Her skates were green with white laces. (3) Ling’s teacher skated
backwards with his arms outstretched towards her. (4) For more than an hour, he
gently coached his student. (5) Two other skaters whizzed by. (6) Slowly, Ling’s
balance improved, and she began to glide over the ice.
mpletes it. That
at
B Read the paragraph. Write the sentence that best completes

sentence should give a detail about the main idea in red.
app
ples are
Apple growing is a big business in Australia. About 1.6 billion apples
tralia in thee mid-1800s.
midgrown each year. Maria Ann Smith brought apples to Australia
Ter ry.
Today apple trees can be found in all states except thee Northern Territory.
1. The apple is a member of the rose family.
Au
2. Victoria is the largest producer of apples in Australia.

w paragraph, using only the 4
Read the paragraph. Write a new
details about the main idea in red.
lar e dirt structures called mounds.
mo
Termites are known for building large
(1) These
tiny insects feed on dead plantt matter. (2) Mounds are constructed by the worker
kin soldiers
termites within a colony. (3) Termite colonies also contain queens, kings,
d the mounds, workers
worker use soil and crushed wood. (5)
and nymphs. (4) To build
wi their saliva. (6) This creates a
They take a mouthful of dirt and then mix it with
d
building material that won’t break down
over time. (7) In fact, termite mounds
he colonies
l i themselves.
l
( Termites are not closely related to ants.
often outlast the
(8)

C

Every
very
err y paragraph
parr
pa
hass a main iidea
d and
de
d de
deta
details.
taii The main idea tells what the paragraph is
ta
mostly
orr su
the main idea.
m s about. The detailss eexplain
mo
x
ssupport
p

S

Write

cription of an animal
Write a description
emembe to begin a new
or a pet. Remember
paragraph each time you present a new
idea. Be sure that the detail sentences
tell more about the main idea in each
paragraph.

Writing Tip
When you write a paragraph, think of
facts and examples you can use to
tell more about the main idea. You can
also use sensory words in your detail
sentences to tell how something looks,
tastes, feels, smells or sounds. You
can also share your feelings about the
main idea in your detail sentences.
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WRITE! Student Book E

Persuasive Essays
An opinion is a thought or feeling you have about something like a book, a movie
or a rule. When you express your thoughts and feelings in writing, you are writing a
persuasive essay. In a persuasive essay, you try to persuade readers that you are right. To
do that, you must support your opinion with convincing reasons and facts.

Sa
m
pl
e

Here is a sample writing prompt for a persuasive essay.

Write your opinion on whetherr wear
wearing
uniforms to school is a good idea.
ea.

Read the persuasive essay written in response too the prompt. Then read the
Writing Tips to learn more about persuasivee essays.

Writing Tips

L Introduce the topic and your opinion
on of
it at the beginning. Be clear aboutt wha
what
your opinion is.

L Support your opinion with
h strong
reasons. Back up your reasons
facts
easons with fact
and examples, which can be based on your
experiences or your reading.
ading. Don’t say
anything that isn’t true.
L Create a clear beginning, middle an
and
ending. Arrange your reasons from least
to mostt important.
L Point out a weakness
opposite
eakness in the o
opinion, if possible.
ssible.

words. Be forceful but
L Use strong, clear word
sounding rude. Hurting people’s
avoid soundin
feelings orr m
making them angry doesn’t
encourage
to agree with you.
ge them
th

L End strong
strong. State one of your strongest
reasons or facts last. Write a concluding
reason
sentence that leaves no question about
what your opinion is.

116
32

Yes to S
School Uniforms

Mostt Australian
Austr
schools require
students to wear uniforms. I think that
his is an excellent idea.
i
this
Here’s why.
ntic clothes each day
Wearing identical
makes it easy to get ready for school.
When you wear a uniform, you don’t
have to decide what to wear each
morning. The decision is made for you.
Also, uniforms identify students as
belonging to a particular school. This
helps instil pride in the school. Having
pride in your school helps you take
pride in your schoolwork too.
Finally, I think that wearing a
uniform says that you care about
school. It’s true that you can learn no
matter what you’re wearing. Still, if
you dress like a serious student, you
will probably feel and act like a serious
student. Wearing school uniforms helps
students focus on the work, not on the
other students.

CA9225 • 9781760013691 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Lesson 35

Part II: Models

Using Graphic Organisers
Before you write, use graphic organisers. They can help you think about, gather and
arrange the information for your persuasive essay.
The writer of the persuasive essay on page 116 might have used a Reasons and Facts
Web, such as the one below.

Sa
m
pl
e

Reason: Uniforms identify
students with their school.

Fact:: Pride in school helps
hel
students take pride in
schoolwork.
lwork

Fact: Uniforms help instil
pride in school.

A Reasons and Facts Web
eb helps writers think about
an important reason forr their opinion and gather
facts or examples to back up that reason.

ters put
pu
ut reasons in order of importance. If you
y had
A Sequence Chart can help writers
yo have filled in this chart?
written the persuasive essay on page 116, how would you

1st
st Paragraph
Paragra

2nd Paragraph 3rd Paragraph

g
Beginning

4th Paragraph 5th Paragraph

Middle

Ending

A Sequence Chart can help writers order their supporting reasons in the
most effective way, from least important to most important.
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WRITE! Student Book E

Taking a Look at Persuasive Essays
Score:

Read the persuasive essay below, which was written in response to the
prompt on page 116. Then read the comments and think about why this
essay scored a 4.

Your Turn
n
Now
w it’s your turn to help the
writer. Find and fix the errors in
the persuasive
sive essay. Go back to the
pages in green
n if you need help.

Sa
m
pl
e

1
The Benefits of School Uniforms

Some members of the school board think
students at our school should start wearing
uniforms. Many kids are against this change.
However, I’m in favour of it. Here are my
reasons.
First, if we all dressed alike, we wouldn’t feel
as much pressure to fit in with everyone else.
School uniforms would help kids break the
habit of judging others by how they dress.
ss.
By not having to worry about wearing the
wrong clothes, many students would feel
fee more
confident about themselves.
Furthermore, clothing is expensive.
Many kids can’t afford the
he latest fashions. If
everyone wore uniforms, no students would feel
embarrassed about their clothes.
hes. That would be a
relief!
Finally, students
tudents dressed in uniforms can
focus on their schoolwork better if they aren’t
distracted. School should be about learning, not
about staring at other’s
ther’s outfits. Yes
Y let’s wear
uniformss and get serious abou
about learning.

Par
Partner
Comments
Com

2

You made your opinion very clear
at the beginning. I really liked what
you said about peer pressure. Your
ending is good because you stated
the most important reason last.

118
34

3

1. Find and fix the
that
he paragraph
par
indented. See pp.
is not inden
pp 56–57.

missing comma
2. Find and fix the missin
after an introductory
word. See
rodu
pp. 50–51.

4

Tea
Teacher
Comments

V Your title is closely related to
your opinion and really catches
my interest.
V Your beginning is quite strong
with its explanation of the
possible change in school policy
and the clear statement of
your opinion.
V Your reasons are convincing,
and the details backing up
each one build a strong case
for your opinion.
V You use order of importance
effectively. You state a reason
in each paragraph and save
your strongest reason for last.

CA9225 • 9781760013691 • © 2015 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Score:

Lesson 35

Part II: Models

Read the persuasive essay and the comments that follow. Think about
why this essay scored a 3.

1

Your Turn

The Right Idea
Now it’s your turn to help the
writer. Find and
d fix the errors in the
th
persuasive essay. Goo back to the pages
in green if you need help.
elp.

Sa
m
pl
e

I think the school board has the right idea
about students wearing uniforms. That’s a
good change and I hope the board members
passes it.
Why do I believe in uniforms? First, kids
should make friends for the right reasons.
I think that to often pressure from other
kids gets in the way. Many kids accept or
reject others just because of their clothes.
Also, some kids can’t afford new clothes
all the time. They shouldnt have to worry
about sticking out. No one would know the
difference if we all dressed alike.
I sympathise with kids who want
to wear their own clothes to school. In
uniforms, though, we would have more
ore
fewer distractions and could concentrate
entrat
on learning. After all, that’s why we go to
school.

Partner
Comments

3. Find
nd and fix the incorrect
incorrec
homophone.
phone. See pp. 36–37.
3

4. Find and fix the contraction
error.
rror. See pp. 52–53.
52–53

5. Find
d and fix the incorrect
incorr
adjective that compares.
ares See pp.
30–31.

3

4

V Your essay has a clear beginning, middle and
ending. You introduce the topic and your
opinion in the first paragraph. You support
your opinion with strong reasons and facts,
and you end with a concluding sentence.
V You have used order of importance, but each
reason should have its own paragraph. See
pp. 56–57 for help.
V Try to think of a more specific title.
V Your ending begins weakly because you agree
with the opposite opinion.
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2. Find
d and fix the error in subjectverb agreement.
See pp. 22–23.
ag

Teacher
Comments

2

Your beginning let
me know your topic
and opinion, but your
title didn’t. It was too
ou gave th
general. You
three
asons fo
strong reasons
for your
opinion, but you should
have separated the two
that were in the same
paragraph.

1. Find and fix the missing
comma
ng com
in a compound
pp.
pound sentence.
sente
See pp
50–51..

119
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Score:
Read the persuasive essay and the comments that follow. Think about
why this essay scored a 2.

Your Turn

1

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find and
fix the errors in the persuasive essay. Go back to
the pages in green if you need help.
p.

Uniforms

1. Find and fix the
th paragraph that isn’t
indented. Seee pp. 56–57.
5

Sa
m
pl
e

I think uniforms are a good thing.
Should all students wear uniforms.
I am upset. For most of my friends.
The best part of school for them is
dressing up. I like uniforms.
You need to wear the right clothes
to make friends it’s all about fitting
in and being liked. None of this
would matter if we was all dressed
in uniforms. then we could get down
to business and be good students. I
think uniforms are good.
The other day I wore a new outfit
to the movies. Some kids told me it
was real cool. I likd that! Do you
ou like
the idea of uniforms as much as I do.

Partner
tne
Comments
ments

120
36

3. Find and fix the sentence
See
nce fragment.
frag
pp. 40–41.
41.

4. Find and fix
f the run-on
n-on sentence.
sentence See pp.
44–45.
–45.

5. Find and fix the error in subject-verb
agreement.
ement See pp.. 22–25.
22–2

6. Find and fix the capitalisation
error. See
capi
pp. 46–49.
4

7. Find
nd and fix the verb that incorrectly shows
past tense.
ense See pp.. 16–17.
16–1

T
Teacher
Comments

2

You weaken
weakened
your opinion in the
first paragraph by
th tthe
agreeing with
opposite opinio
opinion.
You also put all
of your re
reasons in
one paragraph.

2. Find and fix the two errors in end
punctuation. See pp.
p. 38–39.
38–

3

4

V You state your opinion clearly at the start, but
then you include details that agree with the
opposite opinion. In the first paragraph, replace
the details about your friends with an explanation
about how school uniforms have become an issue.
V You put all the reasons that back up your opinion in
your second paragraph. Each reason should be in a
new paragraph. See pp. 56–57 for help.
V Your paragraph about what you wore to the
movies has nothing to do with the topic.
V Occasionally, you state the same idea with slightly
different words. Find the places where you repeat
yourself and change the wording.
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Part II: Models

Score:
Read the persuasive essay and the comments that follow. Think about
why this essay scored a 1.

Your Turn

1

Sa
m
pl
e

Last week some kids and I was talking.
About school uniforms. Most of them
don’t want to wear uniforms. One kid
had on a school uniform it was a blue
blazer with gold buttons and tan pants.
My friends said they didnt like it It
was too fancy. It looked okay to me.
Him and me talked about his schools
basketball team. He is my good friend
now. His name is chris.

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find
nd
and fix the errors in the opinion. Go back to
t
the pages in green if you need help.

2

Partner
Comments

You didn’t follow the writing
prompt, and your essay has no
sons weren
title. Also your reasons
weren’t
n’t support
clear, and you didn’t
hem strongly.
st
them

3

1. Indent the paragraph.
aph. See pp. 56–57.
2. Find and fix the error in subject-verb
agreement. See pp. 22–25.
25.
3. Find and fix the sentence fragment.
fragment
See pp. 40–41.
–41.

4. Find and fix the run-on sentence.
See
sent
S
pp. 44–45.

5. Find and
nd fix the contraction
tion error. See
pp. 52–53.

6. Find and fix the error iin end
punctuation.
ctuatio Seee pp. 38–39.
3

7. Find and
d fix the two incorrect
incor
pronouns. See pp. 10–13.

Find and fix the incorrect possessive
8. Fin
noun. See pp. 8–9.
noun

9. Find and fix the capitalisation error.
See pp. 46–49.

Teacher
Comments

4

V You have not followed
follow the writing prompt. You should look carefully at a prompt
before you begin tto write.
t
V Keep in mind that
a persuasive essay requires a beginning, middle and ending.
V Many of your details do not belong. The details should be reasons and facts
supporting your opinion. See pp. 58–59 for help.
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Using a Rubric to Score
Persuasive Essays
This rubric is based on a point scale of 1 to 4. It was used to score the essays on pages
118–121. Use this rubric to remember what is important in persuasive essays.

A score of 4 means that the writer

T connects
cts the writing to the prompt in a
al way
general
me incorrect forms of words
T uses some
ncorrect capitalisation or
and some incorrect
punctuation
includ
T uses little variety in sentences and includes
n-on sentences or sentence
s
some run-on
agments
fragments
T uses mostly simple w
words.
T creates a title that rela
relates only somewhat
to the topic
T creates a weak beginn
beginning, middle or
ending
T provides
vides too few reasons or facts to back
up the opinio
opinion
T puts reasons in n
no particular order
T puts more than one reason in a paragraph

Sa
m
pl
e

T connects the writing directly to the prompt
T almost always uses the correct forms of
words
T almost always uses capitalisation and
punctuation correctly
T almost always writes clear and complete
sentences and includes variety in sentences
T includes clear, strong words
T creates a title that relates directly to the
topic
T clearly introduces the topic and an opinion
at the beginning
T creates a clear beginning, middle and endingg
ons
T backs up the opinion with strong reasons
and facts
mporta
T arranges the reasons from least important
to most important
T begins a new paragraph for each new
reason

A score of 2 means that
at the writer

A score of 3 means that the w
writer

T connects the
he writing to the prompt
ses the correct forms of words
T usually uses
T usually uses capitalisation and punctuation
pu
correctly
ear and complete
comple sentences
T usually uses clear
nd includes some variety in sentences
and
T includes some effective w
words
T creates a title tthat relates to the topic
T introduces the topic and an opinion
be
towards the beginning
reates a beg
T creates
beginning, middle and ending
T backs up the opinion with some strong
reasons and facts
T arranges the reasons from least important
to most important
T usually begins a new paragraph for each
new reason

122
38

A score of 1 means that the writer

T does not successfully connect the writing
to the prompt
T uses many incorrect forms of words and
often uses incorrect capitalisation or
punctuation
T uses almost no variety in sentences and
includes several run-on sentences or
sentence fragments
T uses only simple words
T creates a poor title or has no title at all
T creates an unclear beginning, middle or
ending
T fails to provide enough reasons or facts to
back up the opinion
T puts reasons in no particular order
T makes many paragraphing errors
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Part II: Models

Scoring Persuasive Essays
Now it’s your turn to score some persuasive essays. The four essays on pages 123
and 124 were written in response to this prompt.

Write your opinion on whether a school
dress code is a good idea or a bad idea.

Sa
m
pl
e

ut it and then give it
i a
Read each persuasive essay. Write a few comments about
m tch
score from 1 to 4. Think about what you’ve learned in thiss lesson as you match
each essay with its correct score.
Score:
Sc

Model

A

A Bad Idea

My school doesnt have a dress code. That’s good I don’t
n’t like dress codes. They keep me
from dressing the way I want. I have the right to dress how I want. My parents let me where
T-s
what I want. Most of my clothes comes from my older cousins. Some of the T-shirts
have
hey say but new clothes cost a lot. My Mum
sayings on them. People might not like what they
and Dad can’t by me new clothes.
I dont want a dress code!

Comments:
________________________________________________________________
________________
________________________________________________________________
____
Score:

Model

B

I where baggy jeans aand T-shirts. To school every day. My friends dress the same way.
They makes me feel good
good. Some schools wont let you wear what you want. What a bad idea?
coo They let me be who I am. They let me try new things. I do well
My parents are pretty cool.
w I like. No dress codes.
in school I should wear what
Im glad my school doesn’t have a dress code. Let’s keep it that way!

Comments:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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WRITE! Student Book E

Score:

Model

C

No to Dress Codes

Sa
m
pl
e

A lot of people think it’s a good idea for a school to have a dress code. I’m not one of
them.
ir kids can wear? Schools have
Shouldn’t parents be the only ones who decide what their
no right to take that power away from parents.
he morning, I don’t aalways
Dress codes don’t let you just be yourself. When I get up in the
feel the same way. I can feel serious, or I can feel silly. When I get dressed, I like to pick out
clothes that match my mood.
ady to work harder. T
When I can wear what I want, I feel comfortable and ready
That’s good
for me, and good for my schoolwork too.

Comments:
________________________________________________________________
_____
___
________________________________________________________________
____
__________
________________________________________________________________
_____________________

Score:

Model

D

Dress Cod
Codes or No Dress Codes

I think dress codes are a bad id
idea. My parents are the only ones who can tell me what to
on’t have that right.
where. Schools don’t
Thee way I dress says a lot about who I am. Clothes let me show how I’m feeling.
Sometimes I feel serious wh
when I wake up sometimes I feel silly. I match my clothes to how I
feel. Wearing wh
what I want makes me comfortable. Then I work harder. I do better in school.

Comments:
________________________________________________________________
____
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

124
40
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Part II: Models

Writing a Persuasive Essay
Now you get to write your own persuasive essay. Use the prompt below.

Write your opinion on whether it’s important
to fit in with other kids your age.

XX

pl
e

When You Write Your Persuasive Essay

1. Think about what you want to write. Ask yourself some
questions.
• What is my opinion?
• Why do I think or feel that way?
• What examples or facts can I use to support my
opinion?
Use graphic organisers to gather and sort your
information.

m

2. Write your first draft. In the beginning, state the topic
and your opinion. Then develop each reason in its own
les. State your
paragraph with supporting facts and examples.
strongest reason last.
hat your teacher
te
3. Read your draft. Use the checklist that
will
give you to review your writing.
ake changes
ch
li
4. Edit your persuasive essay. Make
untill you like
the way your essay sounds.
asive essay one
o e last time.
t
5. Proofread your persuasive

persua
ssay and
an give it to
6. Write a neat copy of your persuasive
essay
p
your partner.

Work with a Partner
7. Read your partner’s persuasive
ersuasive essay.
essa
8. Score your partner’s persuasive eessay from 1 to 4, using
the rubric on page 122
122. Then complete the Partner
Comments sheet that your teacher will give you. Tell
bout the essay and what you think will
what you liked about
improve it.
ssays.
9. Switch essays.
10. Think about your partner’s comments. Read your
persuasive essay again and make any changes that you
think will improve it.
11. Write a neat final copy of your persuasive essay.
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Making
ng Connections

X Watch TV newscasts
ewsca
to see if the opinion
opinions
newscasters give are
ng. What
W
convincing.
techniques do the
rs use
u to make
newscasters
rs agre
listeners
agree with their
opinions?
hink about
a
X Think
a recent
ment you
y had
argument
with a friend or family
id you use
member. Did
angry language that
failed to convince that
person that your opinion
was reasonable? Or did
you try to understand
and respect the other
person’s opinion?
X Whenever you see an
ad in a magazine or
newspaper, are you
easily persuaded to
buy the product? Study
several ads and identify
the reasons they use to
convince people to buy
certain products. Do you
agree that the reasons
are true?

125
41

ro
m
tf
er
p
ex
c

Foundations and Models
for Proficiency - G

Years 7–8
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Proofreading

Meanings

62
44

Examples

Change a small letter
to a capital letter.

ise the first letter.
capitalise

Change a capital letter
to a small letter.

Make a Small Letter.

Begin a new paragraph.

p
Start a new paragraph
when the
c
main idea changes.

etter, word,
Delete this letter,
punctuation mark or sentence.

Take out any extra letteres,
words words, punctuation marks,
senten
or sentences.

Sa
m

Proofreading Symbols

pl
e

Proofreading is the process of finding and correcting errors in written work. Use proofreading symbols to
note the changes that you want to make in your writing.

Add a missing letter or word.

Put in miss
missing words or leters.

Add a comma.

Place a comma here please Sue.

Add an apost
apostrophe.

This charts examples show how
to use proofreaders marks.

quo
Add quotation
marks.

Ms Carr said, Please begin.

Add a full stop.

This is the end

Add a question mark.

What is your name

Switch the order of letters
or words.

Please your read work carefully.
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Part I: Foundations – E. Revising and Editing

Here’s how one student proofread her draft of an article for the school newsletter.
In my opinion, our basketball school teams name should be changed.
Our sport’s Program should not be identified with a name that offends
many people just because it has in use for decades Many school teams as
well as professional teams have successfullly changed names without any
negative impact. Our coach, Mr greene, is opposed to the name change.
He said, My guys like the name. Why fix it if it isnt broken.”
I disagree
ok
we Wins or lose.

e

because our team should have a name that we can all bee proud of whether

Proofread the following passage to find the 17 errors. Use proofreading symbols to show
s
how to
correct these errors.
From where did the lawnmower come. An textile worker in england
invented the first lawnmower in 1830. The worker,
ker, Edwin Budding, made
m
some changes to a cutting machine that was used in cloth production..
Buddings invention cut dry grass buy means off a roller with cutters special.
sp
Advertisements boasted, “Countryy Gentlemen will find in using my machine
an amusing, useful and healthful
Mower
ul exercise. Budding’s hand-pushed
hand-pus
became popular when it’s cost dropped with average citizens. In 1919,
19
Edwin George, an American
merican colonel invented the first petrol-powered
lawnmower. He attached
machine
ttached the petrol motor, from his wifes washing m
to a hand-pushed
surprisingly
families soon begin
d mower. Not su
risingly middle-class
m
buying powered mowers
lawns.
ers to mow their law
Rewrite the passagee abo
about thee lawnmower, makin
making the changes you marked.

________________________________________________________
___
_____
________________________________________________________
___
___
______
____
________________________________________________________
____
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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Fictional Narratives
A fictional narrative is a story that is not true. It comes from your imagination. It is usually
about characters that you invent. A fictional narrative may be set in any time or place.
Here is a sample writing prompt for a fictional narrative.

Write a story about a character who lives in the past or in the future.
ture.

Sa
m
pl
e

nse to the prompt. Then read the
Read this fictional narrative, which was written in response
Writing Tips to learn more about fictional narratives.

Writing Tips
Story Structure

The title should get readers
interested in the story.

Beginning
L Setting: the time and place of the
story
L Characters: the people or animals
in the story, usually one main
character along with other
characters who work with or
against the main character
tion
L Problem or conflict: a situation
st deal
dea
that the characters must
with
Middle
he events
event that
L Plot events: the
he action of the story,
make up the
showing how the characters deal
event
with the problem. The plot events
ted in a logical order
are presented
lima or turning
rnin
and include a climax
inter
point, the high point of interest
begi to
where the plot events begin
turn towards the resolution.
E
Ending
ho the characters
L Resolution:: how
co
resolve the conflict;
ties up loose
nds of story
sto
ends
Dialogue: words the characters say

Narrator: the “voice” telling the story
Imagery: descriptive details, sensory
words and comparisons that make
the story come alive for readers

96
46

Life
fe Aboard Ship

The ship lurched
rched on the stormy seas. Su
Suddenly, a
roke out in a nearby berth.
commotion broke
t’s going on, Pa?” Angus Sampson asked.
“What’s
on’t know, Son, but it soun
“I don’t
sounds serious,” Pa said.
Then Ben, Angus’s schoolmate
schoolmate, came running.
“Hello, Angus! Did you hear? Clarence Holmes has
cholera,” Ben said.
Angus knew that chole
cholera was serious. Many people
ip had already died ffrom cholera during the
on the ship
gus went to tell his m
voyage. Angus
mother the bad news.
ease get me some w
“Angus, please
water. The baby is
burni
burning up,” Ma said. She pressed a cold cloth on
Matilda’
Matilda’s forehead. Angus didn’t say a word. Did
lda have cholera, too?
Matilda
At 6 pm, it was time for tea. Since the Sampsons
were travelling in cramped steerage conditions, they
were required to cook their own meals. Soon Mrs
Sampson was boiling water and preparing supper. After
trying to eat, Angus pushed away his plate of porridge.
“Don’t you want to sing tonight, Angus?” Pa asked.
Angus shook his head. Ma came up, looking worried.
“Angus, go and fetch Dr Wrigley,” Ma said quietly.
Angus found Dr Wrigley. The doctor examined the
baby and then disappeared back to his cabin. Angus’s
heart pounded.
“Ma, how’s Matilda?” Angus asked. He was afraid
to hear the news.
“She’s just fine, Angus. She has a slight case of
sunburn,” Ma said.
With a sigh of relief, Angus joined the other
passengers on the wooden deck and began to sing at the
top of his lungs.
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Part II: Models

Using Graphic Organisers
Before you begin to write, use graphic organisers to plan and arrange details for your story.
The writer of the fictional narrative on page 96 might have used a Setting Chart such as the one below.

Setting

Sa
m
pl
e

A Setting Chart
art
helps writerss gath
gather
and organisee sp
specific
details about where
and when a story
akes place.
pla
takes

ship on
stormy seas

seas between
England to
Australia

cramped
steerage

wooden deck

The writer of the story on page 96 also might have used a Story Map to plot
hav used
the elements of the story. If you had been the writer, how would you have
the map? Complete the Story Map with details about the story.

A Story Map helps
ters organise
writers
etails for
f a story.
details

Life
fe Aboard
Aboar Ship

SETTING

Time:

Place:
Plac

Main Character:

Other Characters:

PROBLEM:

PLOT
LOT EVENTS
EVE
Event 1:
Event 2:

Event 3:
Event 4:
Climax:

RESOLUTION:
N:
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Score:

Taking a Look at
Fictional Narratives
Read the fictional narrative below, which was written in response to the prompt on
page 96. Next, read the comments to understand why this story scored a 4.

Your Turn
n

Sa
m
pl
e

1

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find
Fi
and fix the errors in the writing. Go back
help
to the pages in green if you need help.

How Not to Use Your Robot

Selena Delray hated housework. She didn’t
want to dust the family rocket ship, vacuum the
time capsule or scrubbing the sleeping chamber.
As her pet robot wandered past, Selena had a
great idea.
“I’ll hook up Barry to my cleaning program,”
she murmured.
Selena fitted Barry with cleaning tools. She
d some
adjusted his computer chip and downloaded
cked uup
cleaning software. Immediately, Barry kicked
a cloud of dirt and dust.
id Selena.
“Hey, Barry, slow down”! said
cked over
Before long, Barry had knocked
ken antique compact
stainless steel flowers, broken
pensive climatediscs and shredded some expensive
be.
controlled outfits in the wardrobe.
at happened?” gasped her mum.
“Selena, what
n unit is a mess, and my valuab
“The nutrition
valuable
music recordings from the 21st century are
ruined
ruined,”” she cri
cried.
m so sorry. Barry did it!”
“Oh, Mum, I’m
Selena exclaimed.
“Barry? He’s only progra
programmed to stand
guard, bark and ro
roll over,” responded Mrs Delray.
led past, humming and hissing.
Barry whirled
“Selena, stop hhim!” her mother shouted.
Selena said ssternly, “Barry, sit! Stay!”
Barry sat and didn’t move. Selena reversed
everything she had done, hoping that Barry would
be back to his old self. Sure enough, he was.
“I’ll never do that again!” vowed Selena.

98
48

allel
1. Find and fix thee error in parallel
structure. See pp. 42–43.

t use
2. Find and fix the mistake in the
tuation with quotation
quo
of end punctuation
56–
marks. See pp. 56–57.

Teacher
Teache
Comments
Comme

4

V Your title gives me a clue about what to
expect. Good.
V The plot events unfold in a logical way.
You use descriptive details and dialogue
to create believable characters in a
futuristic setting.
V You keep a consistent narrative voice
throughout. Good!.
V Your story has a clear beginning, middle
and ending. You include a strong turning
point, with Mrs Delray saying, “Selena,
stop him!”

3

2

Partner
Comments

I liked the funny characters and
the unusual setting in your story.
It made me laugh.
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Part II: Models

Score:
Read the fictional narrative and the comments that follow. Think about why this story
scored a 3.

Your Turn
Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find and fix
n
the errors in the writing. Go back to the pages in
green if you need help.

1

1. Find and fix the twoo run
run-on sentences. See pp.
40–41.

Sa
m
pl
e

Robot Blues

Selena Delray had a pet robot named
Barry. One day Selena decided she
didn’t want to do the housework. She
made some adjustments to the robot.
Barry became a sort of maid robot, he
was programmed to clean, dust and
vacuum. The only problem was that
Barry started breaking things and making
a mess. Barry pulled things off shelves,
knocked over valuable antiques and
whirling around in circles. Barry sent up
clouds of dust wherever he went.
When she came in the door. Mrs
Delray asked Selena what was going on.
Selena told her that she had done her
mitted
chores with Barrys help. Selena admitted
that this had been a bad idea.
imed Mrs
“You’re right!” exclaimed
his place!”
Delray. “Just look at this
Selena couldn’t get Barry to stop.
Until she offered him a computer floppy
disk as a treat. Barry paused long enough
for Selena to reprogram him. Barry
barked and ran around. He acted like aan
ordinary pet robot again.
Selena started cleaning up the mess,
me. S
it would take a long time.
She swept up
the pieces of a frame that held an old
photograph with a frow
frown. She dusted the
dirty metal furniture.
“I’ll do my own chores from now
on!” Selena declared.

2. Find and fix the error in parallel structure. See
pp. 42–43.

3. Find and fix the two sentence fragments.
agment See
pp. 34–35.

4. Find and fix thee incorr
incorrect possessive noun. Se
See
pp. 8–9.
5. Find and fix the misplaced modifier.
ifier See pp.
32–33.

Teacher
Comments
omments

V Your story has an interesting title.
title
ur story
stor does include characters and a
V Your
ng, but
bu you could add more dialogue for
setting,
interest. See pp. 56–57 for help.
V Try combining some short, related sentences.
S pp. 36–37, 38–39 and 30–31.
See
V Add some transitional words and phrases to
more clearly connect the sequence of events in
the plot. See pp. 60–61.
V The ending of your story is very effective. Good
work!

Partner
Comments

2

3

I could tell that your story was about
the future, and I liked the robot Barry. It
was a good story.
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Score:
Read the fictional narrative and the comments that follow. Think about why this story
scored a 2.

Your Turn

1

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find and fix the
n green if
i
errors in the writing. Go back to the pages in
you need help.

About a Robot

tw run-on sentences.
ence See pp.
1. Find and fix thee two
40–41.

Sa
m
pl
e

A girl named Selena didn’t like
to clean, she wanted her pet robot to
clean instead. She figured out a way
for the robot to help her. Selena let the
robot due all of her chores.
When Selena’s mother came
home, she was angry. She seen dirt
and dust everywhere. The house was
a mess on account of the fact because
the robot was out of control. It broke
things but Selena couldn’t make it stop
and so she tried to pull its wires.
Selena guest she had to clean up
all by herself. The robot had leaved a
ything
big mess. Selena had to put everything
lena
back. Because of that robot! Selena
was mad! She thought the pet rob
robot
orked
would help her instead she worked
more harder than everr before. Not
lanned!
what she had planned!

2

Partner
Comments
Comm

If your story
tory had more
ls, I co
details,
could picture
the chara
characters and the
setti
setting better. Some of
the events were a little
confusing too.

100
50

3

wo incorrect
inco
mophones See
2. Find and fix the two
homophones.
pp. 28–29.
3. Find and fix the two incorrect
verbs.
rect past-tense
pa
se verbs
See pp. 16–17.
4. Find and fix
unnecessary phrase.
See pp.
ix the unnecessar
rase. Se
42–43.
5. Find
fix the rambling sen
sentence. See pp.
d and fi
41.
40–41.

6. Find and
the two sentence
d fix th
ntenc fragments. See pp.
34–35.
34–
7. Find
double comparison. See pp.
ind and fix the doub
22–27.
7.

Teacher
Comments

4

V Please add a title that gives a little more
information about your story.
V Your story does have a beginning, middle and
ending, but I think you should flesh out your story
by providing more information about the main
character, setting and plot. For example, you might
create another character for Selena to work with
or against. Also, how did Selena resolve the problem
with the robot?
V Add some dialogue to make Selena come to life.
See pp. 56–57 for help.
V Use some sensory words to create imagery that
will help readers visualise your story. See pp.
42–43.
V Use more variety in the structure of your
sentences to add more depth to your story. See
pp. 30–31.
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Part II: Models

Score:
Read the fictional narrative and the comments that follow. Think about why this story
scored a 1.

Your Turn

1

1. Find and fixx the introductory
sing a
independent clause that is missing
comma. See pp. 52–53.

Sa
m
pl
e

Although she did laundry this girl didn’t
like to clean or dusting. She had a robot. She
wanted her robot to help her clean the house
and she tried to make the robot help her and the
girls mother got mad at her. She could not bare
it. Because it was the robot who had messed the
house. The robot starts acting weird, and smoke
came out of the head and eyes. The wires in the
robot was on fire. Suddenly the robot was totally
out of control and the girl couldn’t figure out
what to do, and she got mad. Vases and pictures
are falling down, and the girl yelled. The girl got
the Robot to stop. After it had made a big mess.

Now it’s your turn to help the writer. Find
ck
and fix the errors in the writing. Go back
p.
to the pages in green if you need help.

Partner
Comments

2

Your story needs a title, a betterr main
character and more description. What is the
ough
girl’s name? Your story didn’t have enough
ollow the plot very well.
details, so I couldn’t follow

Teacher
er
Comments

or in parallel
pa
2. Find and fix the error
3
structure. See pp. 42–43.

3. Find and fix the two rambling
es. See pp. 40–41.
40–41
sentences.

4. Find and fix the incorrect possessive
oun. See
Se pp. 8–9.
noun.

nd and fix the incorrect
5. Find
ophone See pp.
p. 28–29.
28–2
homophone.

6. Find and fix the two sentence
fragm
ee pp. 34–35.
fragments.
See

7. Find
verb
nd and fix the two inconsistent
in
tenses. See pp. 16–17.
8.
8 Find and fix the error in subject-verb
agreement. See pp. 18–21.

9. Find
and fix the capitalisation error.
F
See pp. 46–51.

3

4

V Please add a title that tells something
somet
about your story.
V A fictional narrative should
sh
include well-developed characters, a setting that readers can picture
ser of events that involve a problem and its resolution. Please follow the
in their minds and a series
prompt.
ds a stronger
st
V Your story needs
beginning, middle and ending. Work on arranging a series of related
ts in chronological
chron
plot events
order. Also, watch out for unrelated details. See pp. 58–59 for help.
V Use some vivid sensory words and descriptive language to create a stronger impression of the
events. See pp. 42–43.
V A fictional narrative should include dialogue. Add some conversation between characters, and
make sure you punctuate the dialogue correctly. See pp. 56–57.
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Using a Rubric to Score
Fictional Narratives
This rubric is based on a point scale of 1 to 4. It was used to score the fictional narratives on pages
98–101. Use this rubric to remember what is important in fictional narratives.

A score of 4 means that the writer

T connectss the writing to the promp
prompt in a
al way
general
T uses some
me incorrect forms of words
T uses some incorrect
ncorrect capitalisation or
punctuation
T uses little sentencee variety
T uses some run-on or rambling
ramblin sentences or
ntence fragments
sentence
T creates a title that relates somewh
somewhat to the
stor
story
T uses mostly simple wor
words and details
T creates a weak beginnin
beginning, middle or ending
T fails to clearly develop setting, characters or
ot
plot
T uses little or n
no dialogue
T may sometimes sswitch the narrative voice
T may make some par
paragraphing errors

Sa
m
pl
e

T connects the writing directly to the prompt
T almost always uses the correct forms of words
T almost always uses capitalisation and
punctuation correctly
T almost always uses clear and complete
sentences and includes sentence variety
T creates a catchy title that relates to the story
T uses many interesting words and details
T creates a clear beginning, middle and ending
T develops a clear setting, one or more
believable characters and an active plot that
includes a problem and a resolution
T uses dialogue to make the characters come
alive
T keeps the narrative voice consistent
T begins a new paragraph for each changee of
idea or speaker

A score of 2 means that the writer

A score of 3 means that th
the writer

T connects the writing to the prompt
rompt
T usually uses the
he correct forms of words
T usually usess capitalisation and punctuation
correctly
T usually uses
ses clear and complete sentences
sent
and
entence variety
includes some sentence
T creates a title that
at relates generally
gener
to the story
T uses some interesting words aand details
T creates a beginning, midd
middle and ending
T develops a settin
setting, one or more characters and
a plot
T uses somee dialogue
dialo
between characters
T usually keeps the narrative voice consistent
T usually be
begins a new paragraph for each
change of idea or speaker

102
52

A score of 1 means that the writer

T does not successfully connect the writing to
the prompt
T uses many incorrect forms of words
T often uses incorrect capitalisation or
punctuation
T uses almost no sentence variety
T uses several run-on or rambling sentences or
sentence fragments
T creates a poor title or has no title at all
T uses very simple words and details
T creates an unclear beginning, middle or
ending
T fails to present or develop setting, characters
or plot
T does not include any dialogue or uses it
incorrectly
T may often switch the narrative voice
T may make many paragraphing errors
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Part II: Models

Scoring Fictional Narratives
Now it’s your turn to score some fictional narratives. The four fictional narratives on pages 103
and 104 were written in response to this prompt.

Write a story about characters who face a crisis.

Sa
m
pl
e

m 1 to 4.
Read each fictional narrative. Write a few comments about it. Then give it a score from
or with its correct score.
score
Think about what you’ve learnt in this lesson as you match each story

Model

A

Score:
re:

One day the schools lights went out. The city was dark and there was no
o electricity so trains and
buses couldn’t run. It was spooky. When you walked outside. no one could see there books. A boy
ous. The teacher told eeveryone to
was taking a maths test. He couldn’t see good, and he felt real nervous.
ed the electricity work agai
stay calm. They would have to wait at school. Until crews maked
again. Some
veryone could go home. Lights in the
students in the class was hungry and they wanted snacks. Then everyone
city was on again.

Comments:

__________________________________________________________________________________
___
____
_____
___
____
____
__________________________________________________________________________________

Model

B

Score:

Jim was doin
doing maths. When the lights went
wen out. It was real hard to see.
d on the door. She speaked to Jims teacher. The teacher looked upset.
Another teacher knocked
as no electricity, the teache
The city has
teacher said.
All of the students in the class wa
was scared. They couldn’t finish there tests. They had snacks and
looked out the windows. At the quiet city below. Some kids played games. Others talked quietly.
ent on. In the school and in the city. Everyone was allowed to go home
Pretty soon the lights went
finally. It was over.

Comments:

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Score:

Model

C

Blackout

Sa
m
pl
e

Jim was doing maths when the room went black.
“Hey, what’s going on?” one student said.
age.
Mrs Labar said, “Now don’t panic. Stay in your seats. We must have had a power outage.”
Everyone sat silently. Soon, another teacher came in and whispered to Mrs Labar.
bar. “We will have to stay here until
“Children, the entire city is without electricity,” said Mrs Labar.
the power is restored and it’s safe for you to leave school.”
bly be cancelled.
Jim thought about soccer practice that afternoon. It would probably
“When do you think we can go home?” Jackie, a new student, asked worrie
worriedly.
d Mrs L
“I honestly don’t know, Jackie. The city is in a state of emergency,” said
Labar.
omewo Then, all of
The class past the time by singing songs, playing games and doing some homework.
a sudden, the lights hummed on.
“Yeah!” cheered the entire class.
fely together.
After dismissal, Jim and some friends walked home safely

Comments:

__________________________________________________________________________________
________________
_________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Score:

Model

D

AS
Scary Day at School

Jim Williams
ams was doing maths when it w
went dark.
oing class,” said Mrs Labar, JJims teacher.
“Keep going,
Everyonee kept working. Although it was getting darker. Another teacher spoke to Mrs Labar.
th there is a huge blackout, the entire city is without power. We’ll
“Children, I’ve just found out that
stay heree until it is safe for schoo
school to be dismissed,” Mrs Labar said.
One kid started to cry. An
Another brought the class from the canteen some food. Jim didn’t feel
hungry. He just wa
wanted to go home. He wondered if his brother was scared.
ed ggames, did homework and ate snacks. Finally, the lights came on. Everyone
Kids played
cheered.
When Jim got home, he was very happy as he turned on the hall light.

Comments:

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

104
54
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Part II: Models

Writing a Fictional Narrative
Now you get to write your own fictional narrative. Use the prompt below.

Write a story about a character who did something brave.

1.

Think about what you want to write. Ask yourself some
questions.
•
•
•
•
•

◆◆

pl
e

When You Write Your Fictional Narrative

Where and when will the story take place?
Who will be in the story?
What problem will the characters have to face?
How will the characters try to solve the problem?
How will the story end?

Use graphic organisers to gather and sort the information.

Write your first draft. Make sure your fictional narrative has a
clear beginning, middle and ending.

3.

acher will give
Read your draft. Use the checklist that your teacher
you to review your writing.

4.

he setting and characters
Edit your story. Make changes until the
d is easy to follow.
follow
are clear and the plot makes sense and

5.

me.
Proofread your story one last time.

6.

ur partner.
artner.
Write a neat copy of your story and give it to your

m

2.

Work
ork with
h a Pa
Partner

7.

Read your partner’s st
story.

8.

Score your partner’s storyy from
Sc
fro 1 to 4, using
usin the rubric on page
Par
Comm
102. Then complete the Partner
Comments
sheet that your
ll give you. Tell what
wh
hat you like
li about the story and
teacher will
what you think would make it
it better.
bet

9.

Switch essays.

partn
10. Think about your partner’s
comments. Read your story again.
nges that you think will improve your fictional
Make changes
narrative.

Making
king Connections

X A fictionall narrative can be
a story aboutt an ima
imaginary
character, or it can be an
re
imaginary story about a realon. When you read
life person.
st ev
about a past
event in science
or history, thin
think about how
to turn thee eve
event into a
fictio story. What
realistic fiction
would the setting be? Who
would the characters be?
wou the problem be?
What would
How would it be resolved?
X In your journal,
journal write about
pe
interesting people
you meet,
conversations you overhear,
places you visit and different
kinds of conflicts you
encounter. Later you can
use these notes to develop
realistic characters, settings,
dialogue and plot events in
stories you write.
X Who is your favourite
author? Why do you like his
or her stories? What kinds
of characters, settings and
events does this author write
about? When you read, think
about what makes a good
story.

11. Write a neat final copy of your fictional narrative.
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STUDENT BOOK

Years
1–2

Years
2–3

Years
3–4

Years
4–5

Years
5–6

Years
6–7

Years
7–8

Student Book A Student Book B Student Book C Student Book D Student Book E Student Book F
(set of 5)
(set of 5)
(set of 5)
(set of 5)
(set of 5)
(set of 5)
CA9221
CA9222
CA9223
CA9224
CA9225
CA9226

Years
8–9

Student Book G Student Book H
(set of 5)
(set of 5)
CA9227
CA9228

TEACHER GUIDE

Teacher Guide A
CA92219

Teacher Guide B
CA92229

Teacher Guide C
CA92239

Teacher Guide D
CA92249

Teacher Guide E
CA92259

Teacher Guide F
CA92269

Teacher Guide G
CA92279

Teacher Guide H
CA92289

WORKBOOK

Workbook C
(set of 5)
CA9350

Workbook D
(set of 5)
CA9351

Workbook E
(set of 5)
CA9352

Workbook F
(set of 5)
CA9353

Workbook G
(set of 5)
CA9354

Workbook H
(set of 5)
CA9355

CLASS SET
WRITE! Class Sets are available for Levels C–H. Each Class Set includes 25 Student Books, 25 Workbooks and 1 Teacher Guide.

WRITE! Class Set C
CA9364

WRITE! Class Set D
CA9365

WRITE! Class Set E
CA9366

WRITE! Class Set F
CA9367

WRITE! Class Set G
CA9368

WRITE! Class Set H
CA9369

Visit our website at www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages.

